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In this paper we advocate the application of Artificial Intel-
ligence techniques to quality assessment of food products.
Machine Learning algorithms can help us to: (a) extract
operative human knowledge from a set of examples;

(b) conclude interpretable rules for classifying samples
regardless of the non-linearity of the human behaviour or
process; and (c) help us to ascertain the degree of influence
of each objective attribute of the assessed food on the final
decision of an expert. We illustrate these topics with an
example of how it is possible to clone the behaviour of
bovine carcass classifiers, leading to possible further industrial
applications. # 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
The food industry needs to supply markets with safe,

high-quality products to satisfy consumer demands. The
design of standard, reliable procedures to control the
quality of products is therefore a major objective.
However, the food industry usually works with non-
uniform, variable raw materials, and processes that
exhibit highly non-linear behaviour.

In many cases, the cumulated experience of market
operators (sellers and buyers) has reached a rough con-
sensus on the way of grading the quality of a given
product. This consensus is supported by the agreement
on general non-systematic rules that are performed by
experts. The performance of the experts is, in turn,
based on their own experience. Since it is useful to
market operators and acceptable to consumers, modern
markets need to generalize quality-grading procedures
obtained from subjective human behaviour. However,
training of classifiers is difficult and expensive. They
need to cumulate a large experience before carrying out
commercial classifications and they must be retrained
periodically to avoid substantial individual differences
in assessments. Notwithstanding the complexity of
training procedures, the repeatability of grading tends
to be low, thus affecting the market’s confidence. In
consequence, the implementation of techniques that
could perform cheaper, accurate and repeatable assess-
ments in accordance with the well accepted human
expertise is an interesting task for the food industry.

Linko (1998) advocates the introduction of expert
systems in the food industry as a way to obtain more
reliable automatic control of food processes. Expert
systems are expected to incorporate human expert
knowledge into quality control processes. However, this
is only possible when expertise is clearly expressed in
well-established rules, able to be performed by a com-
puter routine. The bottleneck to build expert systems is
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that frequently, human expert knowledge cannot be
summarized systematically. Experts do not know how
(or they do not want) to explain the way they make
decisions affecting quality grading. Frequently, the
expert’s behaviour is expressed in general rules that are
difficult to apply in a routine way. In this situation, the
food industry is affected since the implementation of
expert systems to automation of processes is not easy.

The beef industry is an evident example of this situa-
tion. The European Union set up a standard bovine
carcass conformation assessment system, known as the
SEUROP system, to be applied in the whole EU terri-
tory (CEE 390/81, CEE 1208/81, CEE 2930/81 and
CEE 1026/91 rules). This grading system is expected to
be useful for bovines from 300 kg of live weight regard-
less of sex, age or management conditions of the animal.
Of course, the SEUROP system is described in a very
broad way. The conformation class description ranges
from ‘exceptional’ to ‘poor’ muscular development and
from ‘extremely’ convex to ‘very’ concave profiles.
Under these conditions, it is not surprising that
attempts to automatically classify bovine carcasses
using data such as carcass weight and linear measure-
ments as objective input could not be considered as
successful (Kempster & Harrington, 1980).

On the other hand, the beef industry would be inter-
ested in grading the final produce (meat) taking into
account sensorial quality. However, we do not know
how to explain the decisions of a sensory panel. Sen-
sorial quality grading is dependent on a not well defined
group of properties resulting from natural structure of
the food elements, their mutual arrangement, interac-
tion and way in which they are perceived by the human
senses (Bourne, 1982). Sensorial perception can inte-
grate a large number of single sensations at the same
time. The complexity of the sensorial performance of
food products can be simulated during instrumental
measurements, but a complete reproduction of sensory
testing is impossible. There are a large number of
instrumental methods to estimate sensorial quality.
Frequently, there are various laboratory tests to char-
acterize a quality variable. However, correlations
between instrumental measurements and sensory panel
decisions are usually low (Casutt, Scheeder, Escher,
Dufey, & Krauzer, 1999; Cierach & Majewska, 1997;
Guerrero & Guàrdia, 1999; Mathoniere Dransfield, &
Culioli, 2000) and we cannot easily know whether a
laboratory determination is the appropriate one to
evaluate sensorial quality.

The situation affecting quality assessment in food
produce that we have tried to illustrate suggests, as an
interesting topic, the possibility of implementing differ-
ent tools based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques
in the food industry. AI can be seen as that part of
Computer Sciences that tries to simulate processes that
would be described as intelligent behaviour in humans.

Thus, Machine Learning (ML) is one of the central
topics of AI, since a feature usually attached to intelli-
gence is the ability to learn from the environment. From
a general point of view, ML algorithms synthesize
knowledge from an unorganized source in such a way
that their outputs are in fact computer programs (i.e.
expert systems) able to accomplish useful tasks. To
mention some examples, ML technologies have been
used to design and improve subjective assessment sys-
tems in animal production (Goyache et al., 2001) and to
estimate sensory panel evaluation of food more accu-
rately than classical statistical treatment (Lincklaen
Westenberg, de Jong, van Meel, Quadt, Bacher, &
Duin, 1989).

It is interesting to highlight the fact that AI can con-
tribute to the food industry in a broader way than the
sole building of expert systems to automate and monitor
the control of food quality. We would like to highlight
how ML methodologies can help researchers and tech-
nicians to ascertain what the behaviour of humans is in
order to decide the subjective quality of food products
and to decide what objective attributes of food are
determinant to obtain a classification according to
market and consumer demands. In other words, we will
try to emphasize the way that ML algorithms can help
us to: (a) extract operative human knowledge from an
easily available source, i.e. a set of examples; (b) con-
clude interpretable rules for classifying samples regard-
less of the non-linearity of the human behaviour we are
studying; and (c) ascertain the degree of influence (rele-
vancy) of each objective attribute of the assessed food
on the final decision of an expert. We will illustrate the
behaviour of ML algorithms with an example of how it
is possible to successfully clone the behaviour of bovine
carcass classifiers, determine the degree of linearity of
their decisions and finally, determine the smallest
amount of objective data needed to make an accurate
carcass classification.

Artificial Intelligence techniques
AI tries to clone human behaviour. To do so, AI deals

with knowledge like conventional computer programs
deal with data. To be used as input for learning func-
tions, knowledge must be ‘represented’. In the AI con-
text, representation stands for translating something as
abstract as knowledge into a formal system of symbols
that can be stored on a computer. Thus, knowledge
representation is a central subject in AI (Nilsson, 1998;
Rich & Knigh, 1991). Knowledge-based systems are
hence programs that manage these symbol systems to
solve practical problems. In the case of ML, we must
handle knowledge both as an input (although unstruc-
tured) and as the output in the form of a computable
prediction function. Thus, ML algorithms are con-
ceptually the same as linear regressions; the differences
are however quite important. Prediction functions
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obtained from ML algorithms can be more sophisti-
cated than simple linear formulas; they are close
approaches to more general (not linear) functions. But
there is another important difference; ML algorithms
can handle categorical labels as both attribute (inde-
pendent variables) and class values. Therefore the
application field of ML algorithms and their output
possibilities are broader than with simple linear least
squares tools. A detailed explanation of ML principles
and methods can be found in textbooks such as Nilsson
(1998), Rich and Knigh (1991), Quinlan (1993a) or
Michalski, Bratko, and Kubat (1998).

The most common input for learning functions are
sets of examples of wise actions performed in the past
by human experts collected in so-called training sets.
These examples are described by a set of attributes with
a singular attribute called class of the example. The
outputs of these functions are other functions or in
general, pieces of knowledge able to compute (predict)
the class of unseen cases (examples without a known
class).

To build the training sets to learn how to assess the
quality of food products, we must first represent the
relevant attributes involved in perceiving product con-
ditions. These relevant attributes are the ‘objective’ data
we use to feed AI algorithms. This is a difficult task,
since the objectivity and faithfulness of this representa-
tion will determine the usefulness of the results found by
AI algorithms. Sometimes we do not have sufficient
sources of information to represent our classes cor-
rectly; in addition, we often do not know whether some
available information is relevant or ‘noise’. For
instance, sometimes there is a bundle of geometrical
shapes that must be understood, as happens when we
want to assess bovine carcasses. Hence, each geome-
trical concept must be represented by means of a set of
mathematical formulas to quantify the shapes. But this
is only the first half of the expertise that we must handle
in order to learn; we must attach the score that our
experts consider the right one to be assigned to each
item. In general, we must attach to the representation of
each event the kind of behaviour that we would like to
cause.

After we build the training sets we should select the
type of ML algorithm we think is the most interesting to
obtain the best performance. There are several classes of
ML algorithms. Difierent kinds of algorithms can accu-
rately solve a given problem. We can decide on the use
of one algorithm taking into account its kind of
outputs.

The degree of explicitness of the output function is
frequently taken as a classification dimension for ML
algorithms. The most interpretable representations are
given by those systems (AI algorithms producing deci-
sion trees or sets of rules) that conclude a collection of
regression rules, i.e. linear functions endowed with the

conditions to be applied to estimate or predict the class.
ML algorithms that return complete regression rules are
Quinlan’s M5 (Quinlan, 1992, 1993b) or its rational
reconstruction M50 (Wang & Witten, 1997), which con-
clude decision trees with linear functions on their leaves.
The commercial algorithm Cubist (Quinlan, 2000) and
our Safe (Quevedo & Bahamonde, 1999) provide a list
of regression rules (see Table 1). At the other end of the
spectrum are to be found the opaque computational
devices that become artificial neural networks when they
are trained. The nearest-neighbour algorithms (Aha,
Kibler, & Albert, 1991; del Coz, Luaces, Quevedo,
Alonso, Bahamonde, & Junio, 1999; Widmer, 1993) are
probably to be found in between.

At the same time, for systems producing regression
rules, two prediction mechanisms are applied in ML
systems to classify new examples: exact agreement (or
crisp evaluation), and the nearest-neighbour principle
(or fuzzy evaluation). In symbols, the structure of a
regression rule is the following:

RuleR:: class ¼fRðxi:i 2 IRÞ if < conditions >

where conditions is a conjunction of requirements about
the numeric values of a subset of the attributes, and fR is
a linear function involving a subset IR of continuous
attributes; notice that this includes constant functions.
Usually, conditions will look like

att1 2 a; b½ �&att3 2 c; d½ �

In the exact agreement method, all of the conditions
must be true to make use of its associated prediction
function or value. So, in the preceding example of Rule
R, an example x fulfilling this rule must have values of
attribute att1 (usually represented by x1) between a and
b, and att3 (x3) between c and d; in this case the pre-
dicted class of x will be provided by applying fR to the
corresponding x attribute values. On the other hand, if
the membership requirements are relaxed, we have fuzzy
evaluators. In this case, the rule selected to evaluate a
new case x need not necessarily fulfil all its conditions
completely, but rather its application conditions should
be more similar to x values than any other rule. The
predicted class is then computed interpolating the values
provided by the nearest regression rules. Obviously, for
fuzzy evaluators the metric used to measure the simi-
larity between two cases is very important. This evalua-
tion mechanism is typical of systems that remember
prototypes as the nearest neighbour algorithms.

There are some ML algorithms, such as Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) and genetic algorithms, that
are becoming popular far removed from the AI envir-
onment, and which can be useful to obtain accurate
classification. ANNs are widely used when explicitness
is not a requirement. Here the training goal is a matrix
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of weightings attached to the arcs of a directed graph
biologically inspired by natural neural networks. Since
these graphs compute numerical functions, the matrix is
iteratively adapted to produce similar returns to train-
ing input–output pairs; i.e. training examples. ANNs
could be used to evaluate the difficulty of learning how
to assess food quality, but ANNs do not return explicit
functions. In addition, ANNs need the previous defini-
tion of the layout and other parameters, and so accu-
racy estimations could be affected by deficiencies in the
initialization arrangement instead of the learnability of
training sets. The problem is that there are no automatic
procedures to guess a reasonable ANN layout. How-
ever, it must be clear that the input of ANNs is the same
as has to be prepared to use other explicit learning
methods; so a knowledge representation has to be
designed and implemented in any case.

On the other hand, genetic algorithms are not strictly
a ML method or algorithm. In fact, they are search
methods that in turn have been used thoroughly to learn
in a very general sense, but have been implemented in
an ad hoc fashion for each problem. Once more, our
aim was not to present comparison studies, nor to
introduce specific algorithms devised to solve assessing,
as we could do with the assistance of genetic algorithms.
In other words, the goal of this paper is not suitable for
using ANNs or genetic algorithms. In this paper, we try
to highlight the interest in seeing what was learned in
the quality assessment environment. The explicit
expressions of the rules are interesting in themselves.

Machine learning outputs
In this section, we will explain the kind of outputs the

user can expect when using ML algorithms. Let us stress

that in addition to the prediction functionality, the
knowledge synthesised by these algorithms can be useful
due to their explanatory performance. The most inter-
esting characteristics we can observe are:

a. the possibility of induction of non-linear asses-
sing criteria

b. the possibility of obtaining explicit explanations
of what is learned

c. the possibility of determining the most important
attributes affecting assessment criteria; in other
words, the possibility of knowing the relevancy
of the attributes used to represent a problem.

Despite the fact that we are usually forced to consider
food processes under a linear performance, most food
product assessing criteria can follow a non-linear beha-
viour. However, the determination of the linearity of a
given behaviour is a subtle matter. A first step in tack-
ling this question is to compute the correlation coeffi-
cient. Unfortunately, however, this is not a wise
decision, since it is not easy to define a threshold to
discriminate (by its correlation coefficient) which vari-
ables in fact have a linear relationship or not. The geo-
metrical reason is that a set of points defining two (or
more) similar linear partial functions can be forced to be
understood as a unique linear function if this is the only
tool that one has to explain the behaviour of numerical
relationships. Figure 1 depicts such a situation, where
graph A shows a clear linear behaviour while graph B
does not. However, the correlation coefficient of the
graph A is r=0.81, while the correlation coefficient of
graph B is r=0.96. In this situation, regression is not a
good predictor of linearity of the process under study.

Table 1. Formulas obtained by simple linear regression and by Safe (Quevedo & Bahamonde, 1999) to assess SEUROP classification for
bovine carcasses; the training examples set has 243 elements and is analyzed in the rest of the paper

Simple linear regression
Used by 243 examples. Average error when used=0.604983, Score=	0:00492146
at26–0:40605
at28–38.1857
at4–34.2187
at3+2.95894

Safe’s output
Regression rule #1 used by 24 examples. Average error when used=0.0138889, Score=+1372.87
att4+5.03689
att26+823.185
att3–
62.427
att28–89.9846 If att 26 2 [29.656, 33.7001] &att282[0.323309, 0:505332] &att3 2 [	0.020545, 0.007526] &att4 2 [	0.027978, 	0.013209]
Regression rule #2 used by 11 examples. Average error when used=0.11675, Score =+57.6305
att28–55.7315
att4–
343.914
att3–27.9049 If att28 2[0.350467, 0.389955] & att26 2 [30.3177, 33.9848] & att3 2 [	0:031378, 	0.019873
Regression rule #3 used by 13 examples. Average error when used=0.173077, Score =+0.0820413
att26+698.677
att3–1306.89
att4–
15.291 If att26 2[27.5343, 28.9624] & att28 2 [0.503918, 0.525912] & att3 2 [	0.034231, 	0.021452] & att4 2	0.032044, 0.02422]
Regression rule #4 used by 10 examples. Average error when used=0.160846, Score =	14.4474
att4+4.38894 If att 28 2 [0.342866,
0.412822] &att26 2[29.6045, 39.1749] &att3 2 [	0.037217, 0.018723] &att4 2 [	0.036658, 	0.023106]
Regression rule #5 used by 9 (9 Orig.) examples. Average error when used=0.25399, Score=	31.2425
att4 + 3.43667
If att3 2 [	0.031478, 0.023376] &att26 2 [16.4233, 22.7168]
Regression rule #6 used by 49 examples. Average error when used=0.460772, Score =+4.34373 att28+3.45121
If att4 2 [	0.038823, 0.012467] &att26 2 [16.4233, 40.9314] &att28 2 [0, 0.367619] &att3 2 [	0.037217, 0.005866]
Regression rule #7 used by 47 examples. Average error when used=0.532492, Score =	92.1068
att3+2.18215 If att 4 2 [	0.035248,
0.01419] &att28 2[0.420473, 0.53389] &att26 2 [27.1925, 35.0929] &att3 2 [	0.034231, 	0.014413]
Regression rule #8 used by 52 examples. Average error when used=0.57655, Score=	1.30004	att28–13.9236
att4–27.2842
att3+4:04745
If att 26 2 [16.4233, 45.2727] & att3 2 [	0.037979, 0.014183] &att4 2 [	0.038167, 0.015889]
Regression rule #9 used by 15 examples. Average error when used=0.876216, Score=	34.3474
att3 237.9177&att4+2:62835 If att 4 2

[	0,036677, 	0.000742] &att3 2 [	0.038059, 0.014183]
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Of course, we could obtain lower correlations if we
decreased the angle formed by the linear segments.

The usual approach of ML algorithms can be seen as
a clustering that tries to aggregate points (in fact train-
ing examples) of reasonably uniform behaviour. There-
fore, the output of ML algorithms adapt better than
simple linear regression to functions where the formulae
to be applied depend on the circumstances described by
any of the attribute values. This characteristic of AI
outputs can be very interesting in the case of the eva-
luation of assessing criteria of food products.

As mentioned above, the degree of explicitness of ML
outputs is a way to classify these algorithms. When we
try to assess the quality of a kind of item, the reward for
obtaining an explicit representation of a prediction
function is that we can then endow predictions with
some explanations of why we are postulating the scores.
We can simply provide the quality value in addition to
the part of knowledge used to compute that number or
label. These explanations may be meaningful or not,
depending on the conceptual clarity of the knowledge
and the similarity with the kind of reasoning used by
human experts when they are carrying out the same
task.

In fact, explanations are not always useful. On pro-
duction lines, for instance, automatic quality control
devices do not need to explain their decisions when they
are sufficiently tested in laboratory conditions. How-
ever, if we would like to obtain control advice about the
way to improve production, we need the control system
to be able to elaborate readable explanations of the
cause of their assessment decisions.

Another utility of the explanatory capabilities of what
is learned is that we can rewrite the classification rules
as procedure manuals to train future human experts.
This is the case when the computerized descriptions of
the item to be classified is very difficult or expensive to

obtain, and it is only possible to collect an experimental
sample in order to induce a compact and sound group
of explicit rules.

Frequently, we do not know what the most important
attributes are to solve problems concerning knowledge.
In fact, ML techniques are often used when factors
affecting a process are not well known. This is the case,
for instance, of sensory panel decisions. We can describe
quality-grading decisions with a broad list of attributes.
Of course, not all the attributes have the same weighting
to grade a set of examples. Sometimes their contribution
is only redundant or negligible information. It is clear
that if it were possible to ascertain the most discriminate
attributes affecting a problem, their solution would be
easier.

So, when we are trying to induce knowledge, the
study of the relevancy of the attributes that describe the
examples is a core issue. Many ML algorithms include
some type of mechanism to select the major attributes
affecting the studied knowledge. In the AI arena there
are two main streams. The first one looks for weightings
of the attributes values to be used when we measure the
similarity of observed cases in the past to solve present
situations (Blum & Langley, 1997; Wettschereck, Aha,
& Mohri, 1997); usually, the assigned weightings range
between 0 and 1. On the other hand, there are the pro-
posals that search for a subset of relevant or not
redundant attributes to be taken into account by any
ML algorithm (John, Kohavi, & Pfleger, 1994); these
methodologies select the more relevant attributes,
removing the rest. In both cases, the underlying idea is
to be able to estimate the prediction quality of the
attribute or attribute values in a ML environment.
However, the frontiers between both methodologies are
not pure. In fact, there are algorithms that first use a
weighting assignment to select the more relevant attri-
butes in a second step (Kira & Rendell, 1992).

Fig. 1. Graph (a) represents a variable showing a clearly linear behaviour, with r=0.81. The variables represented in Graph (b) are highly
correlated (0.96), but their relationship is given by a function that is just partially defined as linear: for values of the horizontal axis lower or

higher than 2.
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An example: automatic assessment of bovine
carcasses

We will try to illustrate the topics highlighted in the
sections above with a real problem: bovine carcass con-
formation assessment. We think this example may show
the usefulness of AI with respect to more traditional
methods because:

a. Bovine carcass grading following the SEUROP
system is compulsory in the whole territory of
the European Union, being governed by strict
regulations: CEE 390/81, CEE 1208/81, CEE
2930/81 and CEE 1026/91.

b. The SEUROP system is expressed in the form of
very broad rules that are not easy to perform in a
systematic way

c. There is a lack of agreement on how to represent
the carcass conformation of bovines objectively.
There are a large number of possible carcass
measurements (Bass, 1981; Schoonover et al.,
1968). Although the European Association of
Animal Production officially adopted the metho-

dology proposed by De Boer, Dumont,
Pomeroy, and Weniger (1974), there is no clear
agreement on its use (Colomer-Rocher, 1992).

d. The use of non-intelligent systems to assess
bovine carcass conformation is not well devel-
oped and human expertise is widely used (Cross,
Gilliand, Durland, & Seildman, 1983; Wood,
Newman, Miles, & Fisher, 1991).

The aim of the present application is to ascertain the
major attributes affecting carcass-grading decisions to
enable the future implementation of a computer system
to assess bovine carcass conformation capable of being
used in an industrial environment with little interaction
with an operator.

The proposed problem needed a major representation
effort. To reach our objective, we benefited from the
valuable collaboration of three expert classifiers of
EASA, the control organisation of the Quality Beef
Program ‘Carne de Asturias’. After thoroughly discuss-
ing with our experts the way they implement the
SEUROP classification, we concluded that traditional

Table 2. Description of the 28 attributes used to represent bovine carcass conformation grading in 93 carcasses building the training set
and correlation coefficients with a conformation score for each attributea

Attribute Mean SD Minimum Maximum Correlation with
conformation score

Carcass weight 260.73 72.50 128.00 560.00 0.24

Thigh width 29.19 6.89 22.09 87.65 0.13
Thigh length 45.88 3.41 37.36 56.02 0.04
Thigh ratio (width/length) 0.63 0.16 0.37 1.99 0.11
Hindlimb length 66.13 6.28 35.64 83.69 0.31


Shoulder length 41.93 4.98 19.86 56.05 0.21

Shoulder width 36.71 10.46 23.76 126.30 0.11
Lateral shoulder height 4.87 2.00 1.25 17.67 0.28


Shoulder area 1531.62 515.32 140.37 5300.30 0.2
Shoulder volume 8210.41 9470.57 1708.82 93,697.00 0.02
Round profile 	1.98E-02 8.61E-03 	5.30E-02 1.47E-02 0.22

Shoulder profile 	1.66E-02 9.93E-03 	3.68E-02 2.56E-02 	0.15
Topside profile 	2.36E-02 1.04E-02 	3.80E-02 3.55E-02 	0.32


Back length 58.30 16.26 31.74 173.90 0.16
Front width of back 11.97 4.09 4.65 30.74 0.11
Rear width of back 12.97 4.36 4.84 39.19 0
Back width ratio (front/rear) 0.91 0.29 0.81 1.69 0.1
Lateral back width at hip 13.94 2.68 8.46 21.24 0.09
Lateral back width at chest 15.01 2.74 9.31 22.87 0.04
Lateral back width ratio (hip/chest) 0.93 0.19 0.09 1.39 0.24

Back volume 11,655.00 15,879.00 1443.98 139,905.00 0.02
Hips profile 	3.05E-02 4.95E-02 	1.30E-01 1.66E-01 0.14
Thigh profile 	2.61E-02 2.03E-02 	2.04E-01 	7.00E-04 0.32


Neck profile 8.36E-02 9.30E-01 	5.63E-02 8.95E+00 0.11
Carcass length 114.47 13.78 63.15 157.10 0.26

Chest depth 43.98 5.83 23.34 61.03 0.36



Belly depth 33.41 5.54 16.42 52.86 0.08
Blockiness index 2.28 0.59 1.31 4.11 0.35



Conformation score 3.80 1.14 0.75 5.25

a Attributes are described in cm for distances between two given key points, cm2 for areas and cm3 for volumes; profiles and ratios are
described in the corresponding units; carcass weight is in kg.

, 

 and 


 mean significant correlation coefficients for P<0.05, P<0.01 and P<0.001, respectively.
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measurements cannot accurately represent carcass con-
formation. Expert classifiers considered the influence of
some attributes as very important: muscular profiles,
muscular development of different carcass sections or
ratios between different measurements (for example,
between back length and rear or front back width). We
concluded that a set of 28 attributes could numerically
represent the features mentioned in SEUROP specifica-
tions. These 28 attributes, including hot carcass weight
and the blockiness index, calculated as the ratio between
carcass weight and carcass length (Yeates, 1967), are
listed and described in Table 2.

As far as it is impossible to perform most of these
measurements in the slaughterhouse, we developed an
application, based on our previous experience with live
beef cattle conformation (Goyache et al., 2001), to cal-
culate said measurements from digital images obtained
by our experts of the assessed carcasses (Dı́ez, Alonso,
López, Bahamonde, & Goyache, 2001). Each carcass
was photographed in three different positions: (a) lateral,
(b) medial and (c) dorsal (see Fig. 2). We included a
metric reference in each photo so as to be able to mea-
sure lengths from the pictures. These images were then
processed by marking 21 key points and five curve arcs
(Fig. 2) to calculate the 28 attribute values. Single ana-
tomical traits were easily calculated by means of lengths
(i.e. carcass length=distance between I2 and I7 in Fig.
2), ratios and volumes (to estimate muscular develop-
ment) combining some single anatomical traits. The pre-
cision of the attained digital measurements was
successfully tested by comparing them with standard
measurements taken on the half-carcass according to the
methodology described by De Boer et al. (1974). We did
not observe any bias due to the subjectivity of the operator
who marked the points on the images (Dı́ez et al., 2001).

The representation of lengths and volumes is
straightforward, but profiles representation needs some
explanation. Given a profile such as EC1 in Fig. 2(a), we
consider the curve arc that borders it (d) as a variable
real function f with respect to some axes with their ori-
gin at the left hand side of the curve arc (e). We can then
compute the curvature at each point x; y ¼ f xð Þð Þ by
means of the formula

curvature xð Þ ¼
f 00 xð Þ

1 þ f 0 xð Þð Þ
2

� �3=2 ð1Þ

Since we do not actually have the explicit formula of
the curve representing a profile, we must approximate
the derivates using the values of f in the environment of
each point. So we divide the arc by means of a sequence
of points xif g in [0,a] that divide the interval in a given
number (the same in all cases) of equal length sub-
intervals. Then f 0 xið Þ and f 00 xið Þ, the first and second
derivative, are approached using

f 0 xið Þ ¼
f xiþ1ð Þ 	 f xi	1ð Þ

2
ð2Þ

and

f 00 xið Þ ¼
f 0 xiþ1ð Þ 	 f 0 xi	1ð Þ

2
ð3Þ

Finally, to summarize the convexity of the whole arc
in the interval [0,a] (see Fig. 2), we compute the average
of the curvature (xi) for all xif g.

After we considered the way to computationally
represent bovine carcass conformation to be satisfacto-
rily fitted, we built a training set to feed ML algorithms.
Our experts photographed 104 bovine carcasses, and
then, following the SEUROP system, graded carcasses
individually. To improve the accuracy of classification it
was permitted to add the signs + or 	 to each con-
formation grade (Colomer-Rocher, 1992; Kempster,
1986). Each conformation grade was scored numerically
from 1 (P) to 6 (S). The signs + and 	 were computed
as +0.25 or –0.25 conformation points, respectively, on
the numerical conformation score. Most carcasses were
graded by each classifier. In fact, the first one classified
84 carcasses, the second 79 and the third 80. All this
sums 243 classification events, which were added to the
training set as independent training examples. The dis-
tribution of the conformation classes of the training set
was: 9, S; 128, E; 64, U; 32, R; 8, O, and 2, P. A sizeable
proportion of examples were from females (29%) and
from light carcasses, weighing less than 220 kg (28%).
This training set is considered a representative sample of
the real distribution of sexes, conformation classes and
weights existing in the beef market in Asturias.

As was highlighted before, different kinds of ML algo-
rithms can perform differently when faced with a parti-
cular problem. To illustrate the topics we are presenting
in this report, we used the following ML algorithms:

� Cubist (Quinlan, 2000) and M50 (Quinlan, 1992;
Wang & Witten, 1997). These are ML algorithms
that induce regression rules that make up a crisp
evaluation mechanism.

� Safe (System to Acquire Functions from Exam-
ples) (Quevedo & Bahamonde, 1999). This ML
system returns a set of regression rules (see Table
1) that defines linear functions to be applied
when the attached conditions are fulfilled. When
more than one rule can be applied, the order in
which rules are listed defines the priority. How-
ever, when the case does not fulfil any of the rule
conditions, the predicted score for that case will
be computed by interpolating (inversely to their
distance to the case) the values provided by the
nearest rules; i.e. Safe uses fuzzy evaluation. In
the example shown in Table 1, 230 examples
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from the training set are covered by the nine
rules learned by Safe; the other 13 examples
have to be evaluated by interpolation.

� Bets (Best Examples in Training Sets) (del Coz
et al., 1999; Luaces, del Coz, Quevedo, Alonso,
Ranilla, & Bahamonde, 1999; Bahamonde, de la
Cal, Ranilla, & Alonso, 1997) is a ML system of
another family. From a conceptual point of view,
Bets’’ induces regression rules where linear
functions are always constant, and conditions
are defined by intervals with only one point. In
straightforward terms, Bets’’ regression rules are
simple examples selected from the training set
where the attribute values considered irrelevant
are skipped.

� Lc3 (Learning to Calculate Continuous Classes)
(González & Alonso, 2001) selects, as does Bets,
a subset of training examples. It is a continuous

version of Domingos’ Rise (Domingos, 1996),
with the addition of a heuristic to measure the
prediction quality of regression rules based on
the impurity level (Ranilla, Mones, & Baha-
monde, 1998).

To estimate the accuracy of the performance of the
algorithms, we considered the average conformation
score of the three experts as the class we would like to
learn. We calculated the differences between the con-
formation score calculated by our algorithms (Table 3)
through a cross validation and we compared the aver-
age of the calculated differences with the differences
between the score of each classifier and the average of
the three classifiers. Notice that the average absolute
differences between the scores of each expert and the
average conformation score was 0.41 for the first, 0.39
for the second and 0.41 for the third. Additionally, we

Fig. 2. Each beef carcass was photographed in three positions: lateral (a), medial (b) and dorsal (c). An operator then manually marked a set
of relevant points and curves; only eight points are really needed, as will be shown later. To represent the profile convexities we isolate the

curve arcs (d) that border them as a real function (e).
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compared the ML algorithms accuracy with differences
between the target class and the conformation score
calculated by means of classical linear regression.

With these assumptions, we expect the ML algorithms
performance to be penalised because individual classifier
scores are used to estimate the target class. However,
with the cross validation system we divided the training
set into 10 folds and we successively used each of these
folds as a test set while the other nine were used for
training; i.e. for each example of the test fold we applied
the prediction function obtained by the ML algorithm
from the other nine folds, and we then computed the
absolute difference with respect to the class of the
example. We repeated this experiment five times, finally
returning the average of the differences thus computed
as a faithful estimation of the accuracy of the ML
algorithm acting on the whole training set when we
apply the prediction functions to unseen cases. The
same methodology was employed for the classical linear
regression. Table 3 reports the estimations of absolute
errors for all the systems used. Table 3 also shows the
average number of functions or prototypes the algo-
rithms need to learn in order to grade bovine carcasses.
The number of linear functions used by algorithms
producing a set of rules (Safe, Cubist and M5) provides
an overall estimation of the linearity of the assessing
behaviour. Table 1 shows the single formula obtained
by simple linear regression and the nine formulas cal-
culated by Safe (Quevedo & Bahamonde, 1999) to
assess the SEUROP classification for bovine carcass,
stressing a high degree of non-linear behaviour. The
training examples set has 243 elements and is analyzed
in the rest of the paper. The number of prototypes used
by algorithms selecting examples from the training set
(Bets and Lc3) provides an overall estimation of the
dificulty of the learning behaviour.

The learning experiments were carried out with dif-
ferent training sets after we applied techniques to esti-
mate the relevancy of attributes. The aim, as explained
above, was to extract a small subset of relevant attri-
butes from which to compute the SEUROP conforma-
tion score without penalising the accuracy of the
assessment. Thus, we ordered the attributes according

to their prediction power by means of the tools devel-
oped from Safe and Bets. The experiments reported in
Table 3 show three possible ways of describing a bovine
carcass: 28 attributes (the whole set), 15 and four attri-
butes (excluding the least relevant). The most relevant
attributes were, in this order: belly depth, compactness
index, and round and topside profiles.

Since conformation score ranges within a conforma-
tion grade between +0.25 and 	0.25, average differ-
ences higher than 0.5 may be considered unacceptable.
The learning target would be 0.40, which is the average
mean of the classifiers’ errors.

Despite the good behaviour of linear regression,
Table 3 shows the superiority of the AI techniques with
respect to classical methodologies in obtaining the pro-
posed goals. Using 15 or more attributes, the average
error obtained using linear regression is acceptable and
comparable with the ML algorithms error, with the
exception of M5 behaviour using 15 attributes, which
return an accuracy of 0.40. Here, we must stress the
important role played by knowledge representation
techniques used to translate into numbers what our
experts and the SEUROP manuals explain. We
obtained scores for very important variables, such as
profiles, which have improved the estimation of con-
formation scoring using classical statistical tools. We
may say that carcass conformation assessment, despite
its clearly non-linear behaviour, is learnable using linear
regression in a theoretical setting. However, the use or
estimation of 15 attributes is impractical in an industrial
environment.

In this sense, the superiority of AI techniques is clear
with respect to ascertaining the major factors affecting
the studied process. If we are concerned with the
usability of the automatic assessment, we must reduce
the number of attributes used to represent a bovine
carcass. If we consider the attributes showing a sig-
nificant correlation coefficient with the carcass score as
relevant in order to obtain a good carcass-grading pre-
diction, we would have to consider the use of 11 differ-
ent factors, which is still impractical. The results
reported in Table 3 show that four attributes can be
sufficient to predict SEUROP scores with a deviation of

Table 3. Average absolute errors of learning systems obtained by cross validation of 10 folds repeated five times over the training set
described in the texta

Number of attributes Safe Bets Lc3 Cubist M5 Linear regression

Err. #fun Err. #prot Err. #prot. Err. #fun Err. #fun Err.

28 0.43 5.0 0.46 37.4 0.43 53.2 0.44 8.74 0.43 15.96 0.45
15 0.44 7.64 0.43 34.48 0.42 34.92 0.43 7.04 0.40 15.96 0.44
4 0.51 7.94 0.45 33.82 0.44 34.76 0.45 7.82 0.49 16.16 0.62

a Notice that the average absolute difference of our expert classifiers with the average SEUROP scores of the three is: 0.41 for the first
expert, 0.39 for the second and 0.41 for the third. The system mean that always (i.e. unconditionally) returns the average of the scores of
the training set has a cross validation error of 0.74. Additionally, the number of functions or prototypes selected to make predictions on
unseen cases accompanies the average absolute errors for each learning system.
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0.44 if we use Lc3 rules, or just 0.45 for Bets or Cubist.
Notice that even with only four attributes, the expected
deviation is quite similar to that of the experts (0.41,
0.39 and 0.41, respectively), although the opinion of
each expert is 1/3 of the consensus score that we used to
compute their own deviation. The better adjustment of
ML algorithms to non-linear behaviours (Table 1)
means it is possible to maintain a good prediction per-
formance when the number of available data decreases.
On the other hand, let us stress that with only four
attributes, the abilities of linear regression methods are
clearly insufficient; the deviation of 0.62 is, as men-
tioned above, not acceptable.

An important consequence of the use of the four
selected attributes (belly depth, compactness index, and
round and topside profiles) is that we would only need
to obtain two photos and mark eight points to achieve
useful carcass grading. In fact, the belly depth (distance
between 14 and 15) requires two points; the compact-
ness index only needs to compute carcass length (dis-
tance between 12 and 17) since carcass weight can be
provided by a mechanical device in the slaughterhouse;
profiles of round and topside can be computed if we
mark the start and end points of the respective arcs. The
implementation of a device to obtain scores of these
four attributes from digital images in standard condi-
tions without the intervention of human operators
seems to be an attainable goal, but this is far from the
aim of this paper. Let us mention here that although the
round profile was originally considered in the lateral
photo (see Fig. 2), it is trivial for us to use the medial
photo, given that the profile in this case is given by a
function of the form g(x)=f(a	x) (see Fig. 2), where f is
the function of the arc in the exterior, and thus g and f
have the same curvature in the interval [0, a].

Conclusions and future research trends
There is general consensus in the food industry

regarding the advantages of using standard and auto-
matic procedures to obtain more reliable automatic
control of food processes. These advantages have been
summarized by Linko (1998): (a) they may help when
expert advice is needed but an expert may not be avail-
able; (b) they are independent of human errors or
moods; (c) they can help to verify a human expert’s
opinion; (d) they are available 24 hours a day; (e) they
can operate in risky situations; (f) they can act quickly
on the basis of huge databanks and knowledge banks;
and (g) they can use natural language, and do not
require complex mathematical expressions.

The aim of this paper is not to discuss these advan-
tages, but rather to highlight the possibilities of using a
new tool in food research and technology: namely, AI
techniques and ML algorithms. The main advantages of
using AI techniques are: (a) they are adapted to working
in a non-linear behaviour, as generally occurs in food

processes; (b) they can explicitly explain what is learned;
and (c) they can be used to ascertain the major attri-
butes affecting process performance.

All these characteristics of AI techniques allow sound
assessments to be obtained, comparable to accepted
human performance, when classical statistical tools
are not handy. At the same time, the rules obtained
from learning procedures can be rewritten as procedure
manuals to train future human experts. This is the
case when the computerized descriptions of the item
to be classified is very difficult or expensive to obtain,
and it is only possible to collect an experimental
sample in order to induce a compact, sound group of
explicit rules. However, probably the most interesting
use of AI is to ascertain what the most important attri-
butes are in order to solve problems concerning knowl-
edge when we do not clearly know what the core of the
process is.

The example presented in this paper illustrates these
major characteristics of ML techniques. Carcass grad-
ing is usually considered as an activity based on human
expertise. Non-linearity of grading makes it difficult to
clone the well-accepted human behaviour using tradi-
tional tools. However, AI exhibits acceptable perfor-
mance in spite of the reduction of the number of
attributes available to obtain an accurate assessment.
The number of attributes needed to assess carcass con-
formation enables further development of methodolo-
gies useful in industrial behaviour to obtain accurate
results. Following the assumptions of our methodology,
only eight points and two photos of each carcass are
needed to guarantee a deviation from the consensus
conformation score similar to the deviation of our
experts. Even though a human operator would be nee-
ded to process the carcass’ digital images, no more than
10 seconds were spent to carry out the process. To reach
a similar performance using simple linear regression, a
costly additional effort would be needed.

Of course, we do not generalize the results presented
in this paper with respect to the example of bovine car-
cass conformation grading. These results were obtained
in a particular market under specific industry condi-
tions. Our methodology should be tested in a wide
number of difierent environments, gathering more and
more different human expertise.

The use of AI techniques exemplified in this paper
includes learning computable ways to attach assess-
ments (numerical scores) of the quality of food pro-
ducts. Typically, these scores have a straightforward
numeric, semantic, discrete or continuous value; i.e. an
integer or real number. However, the attributes that
define the product to be assessed may sometimes have
values such as colours or tastes or any other linguistic
variable, whose numeric coding may be arbitrary.

In this sense, one of the most interesting fields
for further application of AI techniques in the food
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industry will be the study and cloning of the behaviour
of sensory panels used to decide the consumer quality of
food. Sensorial quality depends on many factors such
as: chemical composition, structure, physical properties,
processing methods, shape and many others, with
mutual relationships and intensity designating this
property as complex and thereby difficult to univocally
define. AI behaviour seems to be able to clone the
complexity of human decisions. With respect to the beef
sector, there are a large number of instrumental meth-
ods to estimate sensorial quality of meat (Honikel, 1998;
Wood, Holder, & Main, 1998; Sañudo et al., 2000).
They are less time-consuming, cheaper, more repea-
table, and free from variability caused by psychological,
physiological and environmental factors influencing
human responses. However, we do not know what the
most important methods are to accurately represent
human sensorial decisions (Issanchou, 1996; Love,
1994). Over the last decade, a large number of research
groups have created important databases containing
many laboratory (physical or chemical) determinations
of meat characteristics affecting a large number of cat-
tle breeds, production conditions and markets require-
ments. These determinations have usually been
conducted simultaneously with sensory panel determi-
nations (Casutt et al., 1999; Cierach & Majewska, 1997;
Mathoniere et al., 2000; Sañudo et al.). The application
of AI to these databases would be the first step towards
standardising objective tests to attain reliable sensorial
quality assessments. In addition, AI techniques offer
researchers the possibility to obtain practical con-
sequences from their activities. For instance, meat
researchers have developed the technology to assess the
colour of meat using the CIE system (Judd, 1952). The
determination of the colour of meat by objective meth-
ods has been widely used (Eagerman, Clydesdale &
Francis, 1977; Sañudo et al.; Strange, Benedict, Gugger,
Metzger, & Swift, 1974) but the relationship between
these objective determinations and consumer acceptance
of meat is not clear. This is an interesting problem
because colour, along with tenderness, are the most
important attributes when judging the quality of meat
(Love). Probably, the further use of AI techniques in
food science might be based on the possibility of food
industry offering consumer products labelled according
to their difierent sensorial qualities.
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